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   Villa in Tel Aviv, Israel, 350 sq.m  
  Informazioni sull’Agente

Nome: ArKadia
Nome della
ditta:
Nazione: United Kingdom
Telefono:
Languages: Dutch, English, French,

German, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Spanish,
Swedish

Dettagli dell’inserzione
Proprietà per: Saldi
Prezzo: USD 16,561,734.83

  Posizione
Nazione: Israel
Stato / Regione / Provincia: Tel Aviv
Città: Tel Aviv
Pubblicato: 16/03/2019
Descrizione:
Luxurious villa for sale in TA best location

Luxurious villa for sale is located in Shekon Tzameret in Tel Aviv, one of the most prestigious and most
central location in Tel Aviv, accessible to any place in the city. The house is sitting on a reltively big lot
compare to others in neighborhood , designed to the highest architectural level and excels in a taste of
fine interior design, very invested and large dimensions, extends over 3.5 floors including basement floor.

On the entry level there is a large living room and next to it are two modern and functional kitchens and 9
rooms spread out on the first floors and in the basement, with a large master suite with an exit to the
balcony on the top floor. On the basement level there is also a wine room. The villa has an internal lift
that also reaches an underground parking lot that can accommodate 4 cars and more and can also be used
for additional uses. The house from the outside is surrounded by a large well maintained yard, the house
is always maintained.

(*) Data on the size of the built-up property are estimated, for precise data, an architectural plan of the
property must be excluded.
Condizione: Good

  Comune
Camere da letto: 8
Bagni: 4
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Finito piedi quadrati: 350 mq
Dimensione del lotto: 520 mq

  Room details
Total rooms: 9
Indoor Features: Fitted kitchen

  Utility details
Heating Fuel: Electric

  Building details
Number of Garages: 1

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Informazioni aggiuntive
URL del sito: http://www.arkadia.com/SRSS-T79/?utm_campaign

=multicast&utm_medium=web&utm_source=IMLI
X.COM

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: 2936857
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